<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>City, State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Dec. 15</td>
<td>WREO</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>Ashtabula, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 16</td>
<td>WCSSJ</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>Morris, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 23</td>
<td>WPNO</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>Auburn, Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 30</td>
<td>WJLP</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>Kenosha, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jan.  9</td>
<td>WFBR</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WREO - 970 Robert E. Williams, Engineer, Box 738 - Ashtabula, Ohio 44004

Radio Station WREO-970 in Ashtabula, Ohio will be on the air for the NRC for 30 minutes on Sunday morning, between 12/15/68 from 6:00 to 6:30 a.m., EST. The frequency will be that of all-nighters WAEC/WJRT/WTIA at this hour. However, there may be some interference from several other mid-western or western stations on the 970 spot. It was in July 1960 that WICA changed spots to WREO, and to date many many BCers have yet to note this much-sought station. Here's your golden opportunity! WREO-FM -- 97.1 mgs/ with 50,000 watts will duplicate the program for FM DXers. The program will consist of musical selections with frequent station breaks.

Due to illness, I am forced to hold over everything received here Sat. & Mon. 11/30 & 12/2 for the next issue, boys - sorry. Remember, there will be no DX NEWS the week of December 28th, due to the Christmas holidays.

*HEARD STATION LAST ISSUE*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>City, State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>WOBO</td>
<td>Ex-WCHP NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>WFDJ</td>
<td>Durand, Wisconsin NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1590</td>
<td>WCOX</td>
<td>Camden, Alabama NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1590</td>
<td>KCGC</td>
<td>Ex-KCHV NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460</td>
<td>WTBX</td>
<td>Ex-WFRC NRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"AN" SITUATION ON- 910 WFDJ SPU OFF- 1460 WPRW & maybe 1390-C H O O.
I should know better than to commit myself until I'm at least 80% sure. Carhart: Photo had second thoughts & I'm now chasing jobs again. Probabilities are only three now, none too promising (WJL-K-1310, WFRK-1450, WSNW-1110). The latter, by the way, is not yet on as of 11/21. If nothing occurs in the next week or so, I'll be living in NJ again. Final round of f/ups cut out to long holds today KQED for '55, 750K WORL-1320 WCHL-1360 WORL-1360 WCBF-1320 TEST WKBZ-350 WCBF-1440 WCBF-1370 TEST KLCY-1370 WILK-980 WSBF-1480 WYBC-1330 WRBD-210 CAKRL-350 CKM-1230 (ERG's famed 'Leni Mann Falls'). DX: 11/20: 38° 104° 291° lead & 6° 13° of me as an antenna - things are really bad, hi - I heard WZDR-1070, Plattsburg NY 11/38-10:45am for report on finally after infinite grief, WCON-1500 Watkins Glen 10/07-10/22, also reported. I couldn't get them at my last QTH, as too close to WQG-1490 of XR. All I got was WFRP/WAL-1510. Here is always WTOP until the snow let down a hand, Totota 551/66 here, 574/121 in NY. I need a type 84 tube for the 1320 Philco I'm renovating, help. These have great sensitivity, but no selectivity. I wonder if it's possible to get help, hi. One last note - What causes my HQ-100 to have obscene quantities of drifting, even after two-hour warming? It's driving me crazy. DX 11/21: Same setup; 11:10am, WZL-1300 Worron PA ID; 11:19, WSBF-800 ex-WKN Camden NJ 12:15pm, WIL-1360 Carlisle ID. 564 logged.

Ken Lyon - 5258 South Newstead - Akron, New York - 14001

DX has picked up sharply here in the last week; 11/11: CHDK-1070 @ 6:29am until WUTO turned on their carrier, WQF-1070 u/CHDK @ 6:35m. 11/12: WQG-1370 heard briefly @ 6:46am w/c/w, WREX-1280 @ 7:14pm on emergency basis for stranded motorists during snowstorm, WQF-1440 @ 10:05pm. 11/13: WQG-1410 @ 6:29am, CKL-1350 heard weakly u/CKPC @ 6:38pm, WABC-1440 in good @ 6:38pm, w/only slight interference from WMMI, WDGF-960 w/CBS NX @ 9:05am. 11/14: SFRAS1560 s/on @ 6:45 u/WQXR, WQF-1350 in brief @ 6:52am also u/WQXR. 11/15: WQF-1430 @ 6:59am w/LD, WQG-1410 @ 7:03am w/NX, WQF-1350 @ 9:03pm. 11/15: WQG-1410 @ 6:18pm, WABC-1440 @ 6:32pm, WQF-1350 in brief @ 6:33am also u/WQXR. 11/16: WQG-1410 @ 6:34pm, WQF-1350 @ 6:40pm, WQG-1410 @ 6:42pm, CKL-1360 @ 6:45am.


For DX to y'all.
Hi. Veries: v/q- ZEM2-1340 WVOK-1460. v/l- WGB-1500 WMX-1230 plus CH, WHOF-1540 & CH, SCs & bumper sticker. v/f- WPBC-1580, postmarked the day before I mailed them my third report, hi. DX, most of which now occurs @ SSS, SM & N: 11/18- WUX-1230 Del. s/off 4:43 for needed contest points. It's hard to believe how difficult it is to log any Del. stations here outside of WDEL-1150, only 90 miles away. CKTR-1150 Que. EF booming in @ times, heard @ 5:25pm. SM 11/17- Good CX to N for a change. ORE-1554 heard for first time @ 1:30, excellent signal. CKCK-620 Sack, in good for ten minutes without fading w/tr @ 2:29, hardly any trouble at all from WSSM. MM 11/18- I stayed up the whole AM, did not hear KJF or WYAM DXes, or any other station until 4:58 s/off-WJCB-1270 NS, then 5:09 s/off-SS6 of WTW-1270 FLa, covering CJB, then WADD-1230 s/off @ 5 almost wiped them out. 11/19, 885- WBG-1470 NO w/NX until 6:15 pattern change, much WSAN QRM. 11/20- Mystery station of the week: On 1530 IDed at 7:13 w/calls sounding like WKB1, saying they would be on until 8pm for tests. Non-stop !CB was then played until 7:45 when they abruptly left the air. The signal did not fade out once but was low in strength & dominated the channel. WKB1 is 1400 in Pa., was it they or a new station? 11/21- I heard what I'm nearly positive was WTOD-1530 0. Ding @ 1:31 during a long ET/TT (I wasn't listening when they IDed so I can't be completely certain). Total 705/344. I hope WNC is ready for Gary Fall, a new member, who lives on my street. 73. (Bring him on, Frank - we're ready, hi.-ERC)

Joe Foca Jr. - 167 Goodwin Avenue - Newark, New Jersey - 07102

Veries since last report are v/q- CHSC-1220 WAME11260 & v/l WMJX-1110. The response this year is very disappointing, about 40%. This compares w/80% last year & 75% on FM this Summer. Recent DX: 11/10-1:14am, WBAQ-1240 on AM but w/polka requests (their normal day-long format). 11/11- 1am s/off WKBQ-1250; 1:05 WHJQ-1450 a solid 5-9; 1:20 WRC-920 s/off. 11/14- 5:31pm, WPAM-1450 w/local NX w/WTQO mulled; 5:13 CKW-1230 all by itself; 5:38 s/off WMAW-1230 u/WKBW; 5:35 WMO-1550. 11/15- 5:42pm, CHSJ-1150 ("ST") strong; 5:44 s/off WVOV-1000 w/Dixie; 5:48 a GST station w/CBC, probably KOM; 6:02 s/off KLCN-610; 6:15 WOTT-630 in the rear. 11/16- 4:03pm, Chicago 50kws in way; 4:13 WJQN-110 also in for easy log; 4:45 s/off WOTT-1410. 11/18- 3:42am, WAMB-1300 off, only what was probably KLAK there, too weak to ID; 3:58 s/on SS-1220, tape replayed later showed it was only a Cuban; 4:30 WOAA-1370 u/WSPD, no WMAM. 11/20- 1:05am, WCHL-1350 still on NO so now full time & maybe AN; 1:15-1:25 TT on 1360 w/code IDs, probably KWBA (95% sure). I will count as such unless station tells me otherwise. Lotzas QRM from WKB1/WCHL/KWBS but WSAI not apparent; 1:27 KXIX-940 in on NS, IRAA lists them for f/c at this time so perhaps on daytime power/pattern. Has WAMB-880 changed their nighttime pattern legally or illegally? Mostnights they can be almost listened to on car RX. And if ERG thinks WOR is splattering bad, it seems to me that WACE has increased their splash by 10-15 kc/s this year, hi! Right here, WACE seems somewhat worse. 73 for now.

Lewis White - 4 Mansfield Road - Trenton, New Jersey - 08628

Hiya. I thought I'd make as the DX starts getting better. 10/28- WDEB-1500 @ 3am on one of theirs frequent f/c. WONE-1470 @ 3:25 w/tr u/unID Light Mix. WVOJ-1320 @ 4:20 w/c/w. WBER-960 @ 4:35 w/NX & editor. 11/4- WZKY-1350 @ 12:33am r/c-TT w/much espanol QRM. WINN-1230 @ 1:30am "Country/Politan Radio." KSTP-1500 w/HI @ 1:45. WHOE-1400 @ 2:15am asking for club announcements. 11/12- WIND-1580 @ 5:25m w/special emergensy broadcast till 8:30pm, I.e. 11/19- WTNS-1560 5pm u/WWXR. WDDC-1230 5:20am very strong & WAYO-1500 @ 5:05p, killing QRM. When do they drop power? For some strange reason WWOQ-1600 has been blasting in here every evening, anyone else note any change? Also WOR-710 is weaker here at night. The NRC Log is a great reference and well worth the money. Well, 73s to all you KB Cowboys & KFTR Firemen.

David Shapiro - 1512A Hillsdale Road - Lynchburg, Virginia - 24501

A v/q & v/l from KSH-1160 last week, my first Utah catch. I am waiting for one from YEG-1060. Do they still verify? (Yes-ERC) WHEF-1400 was my only new catch last week. Local WMM covers 42 counties in two states w/their 5kw. They 870 w @ 6 soon, so everyone should DX them on 9300. They always ID w/"Triple II" all the time, & they should be easy to catch. They s/off @ 5pm during Nov. & Dec. 73s to you all. (David, they will/be only 500w, at 5am -ERC)
Hi fans. Second Muse in as many weeks. Doug Imerson is home on leave & is retelling many fables about Miss. & Texas DX, as well as his sad tale of WLCX-1940. Speaking of tales, here's nine. No verities, but some DX. 11/10 AM - WCBC-1450 NJ in well to 2am s/off. Also WSKY-1230 HI logged that AM: 1:30-1:50 on/top. 11/12 PM - WEND-1580 Pa. on late due to storm w/r/r up to 8:30 s/off w/250w. which is their OH power. 11/15 AM - WDQX-1450 Tenn. briefly w/c@ about 1:45. 11/16 AM - WDH-1500 r/c/c/w & TX w/@ TOP 1-1:30, w/rem WKBX-1550 Va. like a ton of bricks testing 2am & on. Log on needed: CKK-660 Saky w/c@ 3:50-3:05 in WSUN null & w/unk TXer. FM, I tried for & snagged new WEND-1530 Me. on 4:15 s/off w/no SS3. Decent signals on above. Totals: 909/231. NRC Log has arrived & is fabulous reference. My hit is off to its many creators. I note, though, that WEL-1550 is listed for midnight s/off. It is NSP, however, but you couldn't notice by their coverage, hi. They are directional strictly N/S, w/nos power serving nothing but tuna. My non-working RX has limited DX, but I've solved the problem - hit one of the tubes w/a screwdriver - so I hope to get on the stick soon. Jerry Starr, what is address for that big CM book? 73s.

Frank Wheeler - 6398 Watsburg Road - Erie, Pennsylvania - 16506
9/30- WDM-540 5:56am, new. 10/29- KYAL-1600 6:58pm. 11/12 - WWPO-970 5:32pm, new. 11/14 - WDBY-1310 1:17am, new. 11/12 - WAB-1410 2am, new, & WWHO-1580 7:30am, new. 11/18 - WASH-1570 6:43am, new. Other material sent to Kane. Totals now, 2,586/1,581. WZIC-1270 sent a very nice personal letter varie & a CM w/program folder. Funny how some stations go all out to please the DXer & listener & others wouldn't even give you the time of day. Not much of a report; most of it sent to Kane. 73s.

J. Warren Bogenho - 200 N. Forch Street - York, Pennsylvania
Since I'm DXing so little I would not have expressed much on the merger but would have regretted very much the passing of the grand old name of NRC. Otherwise, it would mostly be a regrouping of DXers for mutual benefit, I suppose. JAC did a great job. It was easy to see it would become an overload so we owe him many thanks & also for a fine log. Last season my worst ever on Foreign as NO replies came back despite some positive IDs, song titles also but not of value apparently & descriptions of everything I could think of. Maybe using ICs is the fault. End-of-season verif came from KOFO-KEIR WTRN WCTW WDX WSSL WGBB CH9 WRY WWNO WFLN VAXX WSBB WZTC WCAS CHSC KIEI KJIR WWIN WWSY WRRB WSM. Only DX this season was a try for KWTS-TEST, bct heard, & WZM completely blocked by WZPD. One report going out same mail as this, to WATT-1310 like a local here. I had a hernia operation Wed. AM and home Fri AM. Shows changed times, as I had one back in the 50's & hospitalized 21 days. Well, I hope to at least get after some Specials this season & leave most the DXing to the younger generation. My hat's off to all the hardworking NRC officers keeping this Club running, but a bit especially to EEC for keeping at it through these many years.

Warren Busch - 473 Warrick Drive - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - 15206
Greetings. SM 11/17 was a fantastic morning for TA DX. I logged four new countries. When I tried again on MM 11/17 CX had changed so that no TAs were heard. Anyway, down to DX. 11/4 - WAKY-750 @ 6:42pm & WRC-1600 @ 7:45. 11/11 - WMDT TA in FF (Switzerland) -1565 @ 1:35am, NDR-WDR-1566 @ 1:42am, EBC-1457 @ 1:44, R. Luxembourg -439 @ 1:49, EBC-1214 @ 4:22, Wake-681 @ 5:54; WBN-845 (probably RAY) @ 5:54, WAAB-1440 @ 2am, KSA-1550 @ 2:03, WNMT-1530 @ 6:03pm, WMIN-1600 @ 7:12, WZRA-1590 @ 7:16, WHEC-1460 @ 7:31pm, WRMB-1370 @ 7:54. Also a note that WKAC-1080 was on late, at 8:15pm. New sked, emergency, or what? No new veries, as usual. 73.

Bruce Reynolds - Route 2 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 64093
Just a note to report KHAD-1190 Desoto, Mo. is now on 55, noted SM 11/17 @ 9am. DX CX extremely poor. The Aurora was just clearing up about 11/15, then boom, 11/16, back again. Nothing at all on MM 11/18 except a WCMN r/c on 1310 1:59-2:20 with breaks in the TT every three minutes. At the close the ID seemed to mention "Val," but I couldn't be sure. Any help? I'm interested to see NRC is going to run another TEST. They haven't answered the report I sent on their last one yet. Veries: WQWO (four months) & WRC. v/1- KYFC. I hope CX still up by Thanksgiving break! 73s.

CX here are distressing, but that's probably my RX. Some DX but no time to write reports. Exams & papers to write for Ezra Cornell & all that plus WBR. However I go a reasonably good v/1 from J. Miranda at La Voz de Cuba in SS for reception last 11/15 of CMW, Havana. They claim to have run out of cards, but offered to send me their catalogue of propaganda as a substitute. Such is life.
December 7, 1968

John Sanderson - 4148 Wyellite Drive - Winston-Salem, North Carolina - 27106

More DX from sunny NC. Daytime loggings include WPXI-910, Roanoke, Va.; WMJ-930 Monroe, NC u/W/OK; WWK-1480 Yadkinville, NC; WNNC-1230 Newton, NC u/WHFR High Pt., WSTH-86C Taylorsville NC; WATA-1450 Boone, NC way u/WHFA; WRKX-1430 Roxboro, NC; WCBG-1400 Greensboro; WQWR-1250 Asheboro NC; WJLE-570 Raleigh, NC; WFCF-570 Zebulon, NC; & WDBM-550 Statesville NC. Hrdr during some of my ztreq AM sessions were W DAR-1350 Darlington SC testing on 11/10 w/TT & announced @ 12:42; WKBE-1550 Bristol, Tenn. testing 11/11 1:15-1:25 or so & WNOV-1240 Roanoke on AN. WIST either wasn't on or was way under, as they weren't audible. Hrdr but not logged on MM 11/11 was WNNC AM-rrr. Also an wsuk tester on 1430 between 1:20 & 1:30 playing organ mx & seemingly off w/no announcement @ 1:30. Anyone know who? Hrdr @ SSS 11/11 on 1080 were two from Fla.; WTVI in Kissimmee, announcing as "The Big 5" & s/off @ 5:28. After this, WTVI Coral Gables was on topi@11 5:30 when they announced "due to FCC regulations we must cut our power down, so to our listeners in the N, good-by." They meant it too, since they disappeared. Nothing else, so 73 for now.

Dick Trux - 3363 Eisenhower Rd - Columbus, Ohio - 43221

The great Auroraal CX certainly produced some great catches, but it's good to see the band getting back to normal again. Locally, WTN0-1390 0. now is on as of 11/9 & probably earlier; this is a call change from WCHP. 11/10-4 WLOR-730 Ga. o/CHTR @ 5:30pm w/AEN NX; then mx, s/off @ 5:45; WQSN-1450 SC w/ah for GEX gas, S1D & c/w @ 7:31pm on top of the news. MM 11/11 proved to be poor in comparison to other MM's in recent weeks; only WRKX-1440 111, s/off @ 1:05 & CJRC-1150 Ont. w/TT & mx @ 2:50am. Later that day WRKX-1440 WWA, w/NX & ID @ 0:55pm. 11/12- CX getting back to normal now, but WES9920 Ca. caught @ s/off @ 5:30pm w/WPTA Ky. Later WEND-1580 PA. @ 6:20pm on during severe WZ emergency w/mx & info concerning motels in area; very nice signal almost as strong as local WZOK is when it's on. That's about it, I am looking forward to SM & MM for some better results.

Fred Morequist - 111 Dart - White Sands Missile Range - Dox Mexico - 88002

Some DXing done during the past week. 11/7- KFIA-1310 Col. SID & M0R mx 11:30pm. 11/9- KTFL-970 Col. CE/DT 2:40am. 11/10- UNID-1040 w/SS mx, w/male voice every minute 0/mx 2:20-2:30am, CUVI-900 BC w/Television calls & rr 2:45am, KACT-1360 TX, NFL EB 5:30pm, YNX-750 Nicaragua w/SS mx 6:15. 11/11- XEAX-765 Mexico w/ABC slogan, 1:30am. 11/12- UNID-1210 SS IX, mentioned Guatemala, 1-pm. KDKA-1020 Pa. o/u I5WS w/Party Line 10:35pm. R. Belize-831 IAC in PE w/IC @ 11:10pm. KBKI-840 Cabo Verde fair signal 10:17pm. 11/13- KXUA-1250 Ark. s/off o/u KJ5WS/KOL/KNW 6:12a. 11/14- KROD-1300 Col. MBS IX ID @ 12:35am, KERM-1140 Ids. c/v 1:32am, KCUC-1400 9/s/off 2am, KWMN-650 Neb. MX & FX 7:46am FS, KCPA-650 TX w/Anthony's ad 8:33am, KETC-1030 (new) Wyo. w/IX & Mor 8:52am, KBDF-1400 Park, Chi in ID @ 9:25, straight NK from 9:07-9:25am in FS. That's all till next week. 73.

George Sheiman - 104 Pinewood Circle, Rosemount, Minnesota - 55068

CX have been great. Here's my recent DX, all stations heard on portable: 10/26- KPMC-1560 @ 1:50am; WJUG-1270 @ 6:30 s/off. 10/27- CUJY-1450 @ 1pm. 10/28- WATW-820 IAC @ 5:15; KBOE-740 @ 6:15 o/PBG; KMV-750 o/u WSB @ 6:15; KCLN-910 @ 6:30 s/off; WMDY-970 o/KOA @ 6:45. 10/30- WJAC-1550 @ 6:15 in the mess; WJAC-1550 @ 6:25 w/RED; KOKA-1650 @ 6:30 w/NX, they're RED; KBOC-560 o/WSTY/CPL @ 7 w/NX; WISN-1130 u/local WDGY @ 10/11. 11/11- KEDD-1550 w/r @ 5:45; KLOB-1510 IAC @ 6:20; KMV-650 @ 6:25; KVOD-730 @ 6:30 w/AEN IX, 11/16- KBOG-1550 w/r @ 6:40. 11/19- KSKS-900 @ 6 w/IX, KKNV-1010 @ 6:10 w/IX, KKNV-1010 @ 6:15 s/off, KTVK-1050 @ 6:45 s/off w/America, my first Wyo., KWSL-1020 IAC @ 6:50 w/L freelance, KBBG-670 6/1, IAC, another new state & quite a shock as WQH is heard 24 hours daily here. This was my best day for DXing since I started three years ago. CX were very unusual, w/the powerful stations in the E part of the country week or completely absent, but stations from the W IAC. Other stations heard 11/19- KXST-1070, only station on frequency @ 7:20, same w/KPT-940 @ 7:25. My best station ever, KAY-1250 o/everything @ 7:50 w/r. Totals: 500/25; states 38/10; countries 10/3 provinces 5/1. Next time I hope to have some great TV DX. That's my Thanksgiving Vacation, not Television, hi. Please write; I'll answer 73. Remember there will be no DXnews the week of December 28.
As the Thanksgiving vacation approaches, DX picks up. It's a real shame I'm going home to NYC since that doesn't count for any veriey! Anyway, I will be going to NBC for a week till 12/2 & would like to meet any of the NY area DXers. You can reach me at 212-591-0435. Down to DX. Veries in v/q - KMCR WINO WBIR, very vague, as it didn't even mention veriey, & v/l WLOB (took less than a week!) & r/x, WHAV. With stations heard, Randy Kone & I from separate locations were able to hear WEND-1520 from Ensenberg, Pa. (misspelled in NBC log & Vib log). WEND is a D-station but we heard it on four hours after sunset. Seemed there was a big snowstorm in Ensenberg. Station finally s/off @ 5:30pm. That is definitely a once in a lifetime occurrence. Others heard, WGAN-550 Me., WMCA-570 NYC. v/q much more mx format. WQIR-610 NB, WCHM-670 Me., WBIR-1230 Westerly RI w/250w., WLOB-1310 Me., WNJAS-1320 PA, WPEA/WBFA-1340 Me. & Me. respectively, WBAC-1510 Tenn., WWRE-1540 IA., WKYE on f/c (I had sent a tentative but thanks to Jerry Starr's info I now know it's not W中国人民, who'll give me odds that both stations who got tentatives will veriey? WKEZ-1550 Tenn., WEND-1580 PA. (as reported above). I am also the first one I know of who has veried WBIR especially since it's a carrier current station in my school/on 640, & I'm ACE & v/s. If there is a difference between the log & a report, know the station, I'll believe the report! My totals now are 6/22 w/five states out of nine veried. Of course most of my report have been cut less than a month, so they have plenty of time to get back. I have decided to enter the ARCA Domestic contest & not the NBC because I find myself spending 20 minutes or so per station trying to get enough info for a veriey thus leaving myself not enough time for just IDing. CUN7.

Jerry Starr - WBCF Radio - Youngstown, Ohio 44505.

Temperature's down, nice down, looks like the DX season is here for real this time. More snow today 11/20 & a very quiet BCB. We've already started building the new stock car for next racing season so I'll hopefully get in a lot more DX than last year. The show should be done by the time things really start to pop. The last several weeks have featured a strong Ocon 1550 without ID. I hope it's not another Canadian w/40/60 & 2 la CCR. Anybody know who it is? Add WBAO-1240 to the list. This is the fourth format change for this station this year. If this doesn't work, maybe they'll go off 40, hopefully. WBKX TEST didn't make it, was to have been the first time the XR was on the air but construction wasn't completed in time; will test at a future date, aiming for program testing beginning 1/1/69. BBC's AN-IT on 1050 11/4 was WVC, nice v/l back already. New local WBZC seems to be heard far & wide, has directional signal mostly N w/a weaker 1060 S - they may TEST for us. If the three applications for new locals (1500 1000 1570) all go through, our market will have 14 locals, six of which are fulltime which certainly won't improve the DX here, hi! On CPC matters: So far I've received all of our offer to work on this important committee. Come on NRers, we need YOUR help to arrange these TESTS - they won't just happen all by themselves. If you can spare an hour per week at the most, please volunteer your services & help your club build the leading CPC. Recent veries: v/q - WCIV KVRK WATL KECY WMMQ WMAD WMAK WACE WSPE WJVA WMOB WEND WBBR WLCR WOR new WGCC WCLE WEND WPCN (these last two thanks to rcs loop & new location where WJTR can be nulled almost completely out) WJWN WIMN new WCGM WAGW WJWE, new WVOF-1000 (says BS began 10/1) WCBW WCLE WXRA (for the TEST which was on one day late) WTRZ (one of my best graveyards) WHEY WJNN WCCF (for emergency hurricane watch) WJNO CEUT CHLO CHIN CKMK KCHJ WDNN WJNN & the prize of the year, 1953. v/q - WFLS WPCW & WAGW (now verifying 690 ANARC work). Only outstanding foreign veriey this month: v/q from WCNB-1030. 73 & REPORT - This means youse!

David Kulka - 160 Tropic Lane - Grassiwept, California 94904

Very little DX to speak of lately, largely due to recent Aurora OK. On MM 11/11, no one station E of the Mississippi was heard, the only K call being KSOP-1370. However OK w/labs were terrific. An unID SS was in on 710 for a long time, often on top of the QRM using the loop. Splits all of the dial, including several new countries for me. I have now taken to logging SSes, & I think the foreign DX bug gas bitten me. Somehow a weak signal from a tiny country in the Caribbean is terribly intriguing. Just hope I can get one. Totals are now 509/170. Can anybody ID A 'R. Valets'? This was heard @ 8:24 11/12 & I assume XEFW but no location for ID. Veries received.
December 7, 1968

(David Kulka) lately: WBBV-1250 KUBB-590 KRVN-1240 WWA-1170 & KXAF-1340, who assures me that if I hear their station, "I Gotta be all right" as they say in Four Corners. Also a v/1 from KDIN-1470. 73.

B. E. Besteller - 111 Irving Street - Lake City, Minnesota - 55041

I guess it's about time for a Musing, even I'll have very little DX to report. Last time I told you I'd be able to DX quite a bit this Winter, but things have changed, & I may end up w/very little. Already, a number of Specials have been missed & hard telling how many more I won't be able to listen for. Most recent DX: 10/26- WBBV-1430, Durand, Wis. @ 1:09pm; first time noted; they are Lake City's second closest local (after KQBE) at 20 miles. WBBV-1370 @ 12:42am w/v; QRM WSPD/KKLF/WTED.

11/18- WBBV-1440 noted @ 4am w/3km to KEMI test; could it be WHEY? It sounded like it. KK8A-1440 is now SPU, bit I'm sure it's at least AN-6. On 11/11 I noted them on past midnight w/their normal Nightwatch Show. KK8I-950 is AN-6 & is NOT HT. KXAF is. KK8I s/off MM shortly after 1 am about same as KDBE-630; WGGY-1130 s/off is still 1 I believe MM only. More 11/18- KXAF-990 noted w/rr @ 4:27 o/SS; WWA-1370 very briefly w/10/KKLF @ 4:24; WCIS-1560 was copied 4:06-4:21 for my second report to them. CKRC-630 noted very strong w/rr after 12 on 11/15 in Minneapolis, w/KDWB nullled completely on GE transistor; KDBE also noted being stumped by KXAF in Hastings Minn one night in early Nov.; KXAF was the strongest I ever had them. I just remembered a little more DX: WBBV-1220 noted one day in late Oct. w/real good signal @ 3pm o/WT & others, for what probably is my farthest daytime catch. There seem to have been many good skip days this Fall. 11/16- I found WBZ beautiful @ 4pm as well as many other easteners. Also CPSL was slightly w/WWO-8190, about two hours later Aurora CX was the rule & the EC was blocked out. Later, CX returned to normal. Both KDWB-630 & KXAF-1270 are quite listenable in Lake City during Auroral CX but not too good on normal nights. Maybe I'll be able to hear KVRC, & other DX on Thanksgiving weekend. Good DX & 73.

Dan Koba - 8 Sockrell Hall - Boulder, Colorado - 80302

Hi. I have been a member for a couple of years, but have not been active. I am from NYC, & am in Boulder only temporarily. I also have a ham license, w/call WAE-BWC. Here is some info from this part of the country. In spite of what the logs say, Boulder's KQXI-1360 does not exist! KQXI-1550 is still daylight only, w/their request for 10kw. rights pending. South Dakota, Wyoming is a difficult state to log, & the following tips may be helpful. Casper's 10kw. KTNO-1030 is now NS day & night. The ESB situation in Cheyenne is: KQMM-950 is not yet on the air. Graverard KFBO-1129 plays background-type mx. KVWO-1370 is c/w. KRAB-1160 is rr. KQEX-1590 is now using its new call KGGB, but has not yet moved to 1530 where it has been 10/5, a good possibility for those trying to log Wy. Its format is MUS. 75 for now.

Bill Aliquagesh Jr. - 7 Avenue B - Holmden, New Jersey - 07519

Hi gang! I figured it was time to help fill some space in these pages, since this section seems to small, or at least the last couple of issues. I've been relatively inactive of late, but I hope to get back in the swing soon. Please note, correspondents, I am home again! Only DX was during the Aurora, date escapes me, MMMX-1520 Guayaquil covering frequency @ 5:30 s/off, no answer to report; & WJAM-1310 A1a. clear 5:31-5:34pm, report verified. That makes 883 heard here now. Ralphie or someone may have mentioned this, but WKBW ran a re-enactment of Wells' War of the Worlds 10/31, completely updated & centered in WNY. Due to the Aurora, the signal was horrible & I could not tape it, so I sent a tape to WKBW & asked for a recording. I got a letter from them "In spite of the heavy promotional campaign the station ran on the production, in spite of the fact the show itself was interrupted eight times for disclaimers a great number of people were severely frightened. As a result, a number of letters were written to the FCC & pending any action on their part, our attorneys have advised us to hold the tape & not to disperse it under any circumstances." I guess it shows radio can still outdo TV in dramatic production. Did anyone else hear the show? & I bet WBBV heard the show too!

Stephens - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts - 01860

"I Was Dere, Sharline!" WMBC-1490 logged 11/4 @ 2pm & on; & WABJ most of the time. Makes all Mass. heard. Now if they'll verify. Also reported this season: WPMO* WCUW WQMO* WDEMO, * are verified, WPMO in three days. WX rotten, rain & snow slowed my takeoff into active fulltime DX. I hope to be in on THIS bulletin session. Now for WMIR, nearest needed now.
Dick Tracy - 3363 Eisenhower Road - Columbus, Ohio - 13224

Many new loggings in the past week since last Muse, so I'll list only those that might be of some slight interest to all/ 11/16 - WIXE-1150 NC w/STID & r/r w/WVNO @ 5pm WADK-1210 NC @ 5:14pm s/off all alone; WFOG-1110 In; s/off @ 6pm w/Dixie. Many new Musicians in tonight also, see IDADD. SM 11/17 - CIXQ-940 Sack. w/WS @ 3:30am, then r/r; later that PM, WEII-950 Conn. in well w/WS & ID @ 9:35pm; WFPB-1300 Md. @ 9:55 w/I've Got Your Number cont & ID; WADK-1210 NY w/ID @ 10pm. MM 11/18 - WINE-1480 Fla. @ 1:20am tune-in w/WS & ID at very minute & Dixie! & mix. 1:23, WHF-1430 Ky. f/c w/OC & phonetic D.S. o/WINE till tuneout at 1:30am; unm WSDK-1500 Ga. f/c @ 1:35am w/STID; CHAM-1260 Ont. w/WS @ 2am o/OMS; WDGK-1260 NY @ 2:10 w/STID w/WF & ID @ 9:10pm. 11/19 proved to be a nice night for the NW - WDAY-970 ND w/ID & WS @ 9:10pm. 11/29 proved to be a nice night for the NW - WDAY-970 ND w/ID & WS @ 9:10pm. 11/10 proved to be a nice night for the NW - WDAB-970 ND w/ID & WS @ 9:10pm. MM 11/18 - WINE-1480 Fla. @ 8:13pm all alone; KEHR-1250 Minn. w/Mutual's World Today & ID @ 8:30pm o/WGL-Ind. w/AEN NY; WJNC-1250 Minn. @ 8:35pm with WS & ID all alone, & lastly, KITL-1440 ND w/ID @ 8:47pm. Six new logs in less than an hour! I hope this continues as I may be able to cross that first 1,000 logged soon 2/9/84 in the bag. I need seven more states, also. More in seven.

Fox 50 - 5155 South Newstead - Akron, New York - 14001

Recent DX includes: 11/19- WINS-1360 @ 6:30am w/o WQX for good log; WWO-1570 @ 6/46am., good until @ 6/46am. WQX-1170 In heard briefly at 5:55pm, WSPA-880/950 10am w/o/WS @ 10:24am. 11/20 - WFBK-1700 s/on @ 7:01am, WFBK-1270 heard @ 6:35pm WOC-1210 NY w/ID @ 7:30pm o/WKX, WQF-1360 @ 8:05pm w/c w/WS. 11/21 - WMPG-1360 heard by 11am, WQF-1360 @ 8:05pm w/c w/WS. 11/22 - WADK-1360 NY/WQ @ 12:07am. New vericies include Winka f/up CHOW WAG WICG KOIL, airmail in five days, WCN CHK D, v/l, v/q & info on Sermia. Whenever one asks me what happened to the Buffalo Bills, I say I'm glad I don't live in Philadelphia. C U later.

Stewart Drake - 226 South Jefferson Street - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - 19142

A few more new catches have been added to this last Museing. On 11/12 I heard WDEK-1490 Wis. Tting @ 1:06am. At 2:06am 11/13 I heard unm KGX-1530 just finishing an ET for Contest Points. 11/16- WGN-1440 Ms. Tting @ 12:05. 11/21, a Deal & Dumbler on 1580 12:20-12:30 w/WS @ 8:05, but no ID. 11/23 many previous dates, an FCC on 1400 running AN, anybody know who this is? 11/25- A possible WUSK-1410 Wis. Tting @ 1:02am. On the same date I looked for KGON-1300 Okla. but drew a blank, did they test? I did get WPHM-1380 w/WS & ID @ 4 though WMMX clobbered them. This MM 11/26, a possible WXKX-1390 after WMMX finished their test @ 12:57. Someone else was in the picture testing & WXXI was due according to IRC list. Verices in from WHXG & WIBX.

Totals 2,135/2,290 for ten years of CBS DXing. I might add too I hope everybody had a good Thanksgiving Day. My wife & I had our four sons home the first time on Thanksgiving day since 1962. Good DX to all. 73.

John W. Hooberheide - Box 911 - Marquette, Michigan

Totals up to 2399 now. WPTF-910 apparently ailing on 11/26. Is this another of our growing throes? My CX of RfQ list is old so I can't be sure. Good one in WQUP-940 Tting @ around 2 am, 11/26. Very very weak, however. The 11/25 DX of KCGN heard weakly in MNX. Good western openings w/KLZ-560 stop WILY for first log ever in 18 years of DXing, 2am. Also KQH, 2am w/WS, WNAX 1s w/WS, KDN 3 RS. KTFO 9am, RS. WQSP-1430 Madison seems to be NAP or else they s/off very late. Also WQFX & WTAQ 920, 1200, are both on MMs. Fourth MM f/c heard from WILY WAGL KEEY for new logs. But I sure wish I had a workable loop to go w/my Drake. It would help so much in sifting through the mess.

David Shapiro - 18124 Hillendale Road - Lynchburg, Virginia - 24501

Since the Musings are so few, I might as well put in another. NW Iowa are WKN-1600 & WQPM-790. Here's how daytime DX is here: WQAM-750 WIVD-750 WISX-610 WPTF-680 WQAM-730 WQAM-740 WQTV-800 WKN-970 WABF-920 WIV-970 WYBR-970 WMEK-980 WKM-1000 WBIR-1050 WIVC-1050 WICK-1050 WKN-1200 WKIT-1050 WQAM-1200 WHAM-1200 WBBT-1350 WHAM-1350 WMAK-1350 WAFB-1350 WAFB-1410 WIVC-1440 WAFB-1490 WAFB-1490 WAFB-1490 WAFB-1490 WAFB-1490 WAFB-1500 WILM-1500 WILM-1500 WAFB-1500 No new vericies. Can you guys, let's make the future DXMusees as much bigger like they used to be. If we don't support it, our hobby & interest will die. I challenge all of you to support Ernie & thicken these pages w/Refills. 73.
December 7, 1968

Roger W. Minor - 713 North Fremont Road - Valparaiso, Indiana - 46383

Lots of DX; 11/16- WBBM-950 Miss. in good 5:30-6pm s/off w/local NX, first time since 1957. 11/18- KM 2:30-2:45 w/IT every 3' way u/WEB. KMBC-600 in 2:563:20, but not reported due to scanty details. YVNM-940 R. Punto Fijo appeared AN as heard 3:25. AN-SS-1020, YVLM. HNL & KGES made ID difficult. That FM WCRW-1570 Alta. in nicely 5:31-5:45 s/off w/TXQ RXM right at the end, both s/off 5:45. 11/19- WNUJ-1130 heard on SRS 7:06-7:14 w/0 c/0 & local ads, much WJSN/ KWMF RXM. WJSN must have upped its night power to 25kw now, as they never used to be heard at night. Rarely heard KCON-710 Tex. w/NX 6:16-6:30pm. Nice steady signal, first time in seven years. SS really strong, two on 1100 & two on 810. XERF one, all I could hear on the other was much La Casa Blanca 0/0. Any help? 11/20, my 20th birthday, CJXJ-800 SRS w/Morlex 751-755 when QFGB QSYed them to death. WJOR-940 @ 7 s/off w/61w. mighty week. I wish they were always that weak, hi. That FM KOAK- 10801a in like I was in town, 5:41-5:52. I was really amazed, as XSS were terrible. Logged, naturally. KEHE-510 also heard w/0c/0, but WATT slop made definite logging impossible. 11/21- WJSM-1110 Pa. 6:45 SSB & s/on, but just as they got to the NX, whom, KPAB goes to day non-DX pattern on 2 & killed my ears w/40db o/0-9 signal. I wonder why they can go non-DX when sunrise isn't till 8:30 EST for them. WJUW-1170 also s/on on 7 w/160 PSA/ CPS1-190 Sask. w/NX @ 7:05. 11/22- KAIQ-580 La. in w/beautiful signal 5:50-5:6 to CBX NX, many local spots & promos w/Mor. Used to be rx. Also I logged. KEOR-1110 Okla. 6:09-6:15pm s/off o/0 KDHY/KFAB. Variety, quite a few. V1-OK- KFBC KJMB KEBS, c/- CM- KCA. Beautiful v/1 KIY, & v/1 KWSA. Now 2,381/720. I how two v/2 s from WJGC. They varied my recent, better reception of two weeks ago, then verified my 1/3/68 scanty reception too. House cleaning? Eye.

G. Harley DeJonge - Box 233 - Elk Garden, West Virginia - 26731

It has been mighty "slim picking" here as far as DX goes. It has just been too cold for me to get out of bed during the night. Already we've had almost 2" of snow this Winter, & it isn't even Winter! Logged were: 11/11- KOIL-1520 Rochester, Minn. on Pop from 4:30-4:30am. They had been on the air for the previous 3 1/2 hours, but I just caught the tail end. 11/18- WGEH-1150 Mt. Pleasant, Mich. on RS 5-5:04pm w/much WIMA QRM. 11/19- WJSM-1110 Marysville, Pa. on RS 9:45-10:30am. Their address as given on the air is RFQ #2. Totals here are 1,880 QSLs composed of 51 counties, 48 states & 10 provinces. My top ten stations are PA-117, 0-105, VA-99, Ill-88, MI-86 Mich.- 80 Tex.-77 Fla.-73 Ind.-73 & NY-70. My top seven countries are USA-1,672 Canada-94 Mexico-21 German Federal Republic, excluding W. Berlin-12, England, excluding the rest of the British Isles-9, Cuba-7, & Colombia-6. The other countries I have are F, Scot, E, PR, EDDR, West Berlin, TRL, CH, AND, N, S, MC, MA, PK, YU, E, DK, SF, V, TH, ET, Estonia, Ukraine, Lithuania,თ თ, NA, Corsica, CZE, JOR, CY, Balearic Islands, & Wales. (Please interpret some of these, Harley?? -EBC)

Sheldon Miller - 840 80 Street - Miami Beach, Florida - 33141

Hi folks. Not too much new here, but I thought I'd check in anyway. CX here have been poor until a few days ago, but now they are much improved. 11/26- Lima stations heard on both 1010 & 1040, 10k better here, about 12:30am. WPFO-1500 noted today as early as 3:10pm, w/1ight QRM from WGPL/WGZ. WGST-1350 SC noted today @ 5pm w/CBS NX. R. Americas' jammer on 1160 has apparently left the air, & KSI-1160 is now heard nightly w/fabulous signal. KEWS-1020 noted surprisingly well this MM 11/25 @ 1am, w/QRM from KGES, KGES now apparently rr. An EE was noted around 11:30am on 1030k, u/XERB. This must have been the new KTPO, but no ID was heard. On the local scene, WQAM-1500 has a distant listener contest. If you hear WQAM on the AN Clark Moore Show send a card to him. The show is on each morning except MM. The most distant listener each week gets a transistor radio, & requests will be honored for records. Last week's winner was in S.C. so it shouldn't be too hard for some of you guys to beat that! Local WOAM-1220 has abandoned c/0 programming (too much competition from WQAM & two FM stations) & now is 100% SS, the third SS in Miami. WOAM will apparently stay 1220, while 1190 will go to Ft. Lauderdale. WQBO-710 now is programming "chicken rock" during the daytime, hard-progressive rock at night, & soul-jazz from 12-5am. I recently had a very interesting conversation w/Jerry Conrad, who was recently pressed up in an accident & is speedy recovery is much hoped-for. Much productive DX is expected from him, judging from his great expertise demonstrated in DX NEWS.
Martin Blumenthal  -  10 Cutler Street  -  Worcester, Massachusetts  -  01604

December 7, 1968

Time for another Musing.  CQ have been sporadic ever since the Auroral Blitz. Only
the noted recently are Daker-764 & possibly Swiss-742 on 11/9. Now loggings as fol-

ows: 11/14 C 5:10pm brought my best Western SSS catch to date in KWMT-590 w/ FB game & ads. They were actually better than WHO-1040. MM 11/13 found only one newie in
NAAS-1530 Eting @ 2:01-2:11pm. WCKY OC/AT made for rough copy. 11/22 I staggered
out of bed to chase the rs's. No sign of KOSA-1550 due to WCLG/WSFG but I did get
WBAO-1550 in beautifully w/DT & frequent IDs, 2:05-2:14. Still 11/22 I experienced
the best SSS this season via Western skip, WQDF-880 completely c/VCSS, solid S-9, @
4:27pm. WCCO also S-9 o/VNYC @ 4:30. 4:53pm found WSIV-1100 fading in o/VBEX.
Best catch turned out to be WAKR-1140 250w, in from 5-5:20pm @ S-7. MM 11/25, one
new catch in KVCO-1370 while WVA was off. Also a TT there @ 1:20, possibly KBTJ,
but no ID heard. 11/26 was really alive this AM. At 2:19 I heard a program w/hymns &
religious music, no doubt the elusive KWMJ, but until I hear a definite ID I can't
count them. I also heard two new stations, possibly KSHJ /c. 0/everything was
an unheard SS, who this? Last really good MM was 10/26. Every MM since has had rain-
or fog or both making for horrid DX. S skip at SS has improved somewhat but no-
thing new heard yet. One oddity has been WAKY-590 in nighty 11/22-25, usually rare
around here. I still need plans for the PET Loop Booster. Can anyone help me? A
few veries have finally made it here: KCML-1290 KTOI-1200 KEFF-1270 KCMO-1300 WACK-
1350 BBO-1370 WBNB-1300 WINU-1510 KVJZ-1270 WIRA-1550 KMAT-940 KTMO-1340
WCUV-1350 & WABO-1350. Has anyone considered the idea of making Upper Michigan a separate
"state" for DXing purposes? It's completely separate from the rest of the state, so
why shouldn't it be counted as such? 73s. (Who are your v/s for NAOO-1350 & VCUS?)

Fred Homquist  -  HSS Dept  -  U.S. M.R.  -  New Mexico  -  68002

This is the last DX report from NMRGR, NM, location. Totals: 559/24. Mexicans: 74.
State w/most logged: Tex., 120. Best DX: KINO-850 Hawaii. KFDD-1430 Roswell, NM is
back on RS w/NO, upping NM totals to 53, w/only KMOV-1450 unlogged. KGYN-1210 Guy-
men, Okla. is very L&G w/many farm ads - there goes WACO's clear channel, hi.
Down to DX: 11/18- KERN-1410 Colr: MOR 1:40am, KDNS-1450 NM w/OC-SSB 1:41.
KJKK-1140 Colr: c/w 1:50, CMQV-600 CMCH-630 CMQ-640 CMKP-670 CMN-720 Cuba all L&G except CMQ
2:15-2:20. 11/19- KXK-850 Okla. L&G w/religious music 8:55am, KCKY-1150 Ariz. c/w, SYL
10:35pm. 11/21- KDOP-1410 Neb. w/NB-OK FB ad, rr 12:10am, KJO-1550 No. rr 12:27.
KTHC-1220 Denver, ID @ 7:02 am w/SS. 11/22- WIBB-1180 Ill. w/ads & MOR, 8:30am.
KEDR-1110 Okla. w/strong signal, TX 8:39pm, KUKP-1050 Kans. L&G 8:43. 11/24- KFMW-
1430 NM ID 10:29pm. 11/25- KXZM-1210 Okla. moved from 1220, L&G 9:23am. That's all
for about three or four weeks, during which I'll be looking for a house in one of
WNMG's Pull up in Syracuse. 73.

Jernst R. Cooper  -  438 Best St. Street  -  Brooklyn, New York  -  11226

Still no veries. GM 11/24- UNK TT-1510, 12:20-12:35. Eter on 1430 actually topping
WMJG here 1:25-2 & on, no ID's. I would guess it's WILF as they seem to be the only
ones who can do that to WMJG here. MM 11/25- Report this week on R. Tropical-740
in Guayaquil, Ecuador. Weak SS AN on 880, unlog. Um R. Tupi-1890 w/WCFG @ 2:54.
WLMF-990 off this AM. A Cuban s/660 around 4am, killing R. Uno those. 11/27-
Report on WAKY-1500, ex-WERV, 5/59-5:30pm; they're rr. 11/28- R. Girardet-650, in
Maracay, Venezuela was AN & c/w WSM, & a report to them, w/KSFS-660 off; also WCMC-
89c off all AM! R/c-TT of WLMF-1580 logged 2:45-3 w/HF-WGY. TTer heard stop 1300
turned out to be much wanted WMJG, for a welcome/report. MM 12/2, was Venezuelan AM
w/airports of stations in that country AM with EHS. I took logs on R. Coro-1210,
R. Triango-1200 and R. Barquis-1050, also R. Lara-680 and R. Junin-680, and R. Nacion-
770. One s/o KLQ-1150 w/Radio Continente ID, evidently someone relaying that
station in Caracas, on 590 kc/t. There were just too many on - there wasn't time to
log 'em all, but I got a goodln share of them, and I hope to get a few veries out of
them. Almost every channel had a Venezuelan coming through, so there were really
there for the legging. It was a tough ordeal, DXing this AM, as I had come down w/
the flu, or something, and I felt miserable. I stayed home from work today, 12/2, &
there are reports for about four more pages of DX NEWS here, after the one-week
break, but I am just not up to typing any more today, so they'll be in the next is-
sure. Please forgive me, and the best DX to all & C U N 7.
DX conditions have improved considerably since the monumental auroral disturbances of October 29 - November 4 but reception here in the Northeast continues to be only "fair" most nights. While we may still be suffering from the long-term effects of the recent disturbances, the current "slump" may also be due to the Midwinter Anomaly phenomenon we've talked about in the past. If solar activity and proton precipitation remain at a moderate level during the next few weeks and conditions still don't materially improve on high latitude paths, this will make the fourth year a row with an apparent depression of conditions extending from middle November until well into February. This is going to be an interesting period and the results of the Simultaneous Listening Contest should provide some interesting data for future research into the connection between the Midwinter Anomaly and long-distance MW reception. We'd appreciate comments from the membership about conditions between now and the end of the year. Some interesting observations from Richard Wood in Hawaii:

Letter dated 11/6:
"Conditions good, Asia dominant, especially Korea, but many dull Chi-Coms in parallel and super-power Peking outlets in such languages as Russian, Korean, and Mongolian. "DJs just moderate, Pacific Islands topped by Fiji-890 as usual, and Kwajalein and Midway consistently better than ever before. American hemisphere quite poor, only PJE from S. America."

Note dated 11/18:
"Average to good conditions around 11/18."

Card dated 11/29:
"Conditions 11/24 to 11/28 - good, typically winter conditions. 11/24 only three trans-equatorial signals noted (1 Aussie, 2 Zedders). 11/28 a few more Aussies, but still very notherly ex: my first logging of Alaska (KEMI-550). Numerous Canadians (CHAT, CFRN, CFCF, CKL). Typical US stns: KMB-1330, WEHR, WHAS. Asia quite good, but no farther than Cambodia/Thailand. No Latins south of Mexico noted."

Mike Bugaj provides a listing of stations logged from his location in Iceland before and during the recent disturbances:

"Going back to 9/10 CJCC in with others from Sask. and Manitoba, 9/13 brought CJMB Sask., CFUN-Alta., CKSA-Alta., CBK-Alta., CKHQ and CRQC, both Sask., CFUN-Alta., CKLD-B.C., KOK-Colo., and KERC-Washington once again. 9/15 weird AM with nothing across the dial but CHFC-1230. From 9/13 to 9/18 ex good to Europe with many Russians added. Same on 9/19 but weird opening to W.C. between 0630-0935 brought KDF-Wash., KDSB-Mont., KHEL-Colo. alone at 89, KHAR-Nebr., CKPM-B.C. and best catch KPI-Los Angeles. 9/21 thru 10/17 restricted to deep Europeans and Russians all over. 9/28 E. Margarita-1020 very good, also HAF-1070 and YWJL-670.

10/17 great WC opening 2300-2355 w/CJGS-Sask., CFUN-Alta., CKXX-Alta., CKRS-Alta., CBK and CKCE-Sask., and my best WC'er yet in INX over everything at 2330; got him among others on tape. 10/20 and 10/23 ex changed to E.C. with logs finally on CJMS and WML. 10/24 brought Swedes and Russians with 20 db signals two hours before local sunset; first sunset skip I've heard here. 10/25 very good ex to S.A. Since 10/28 no DX; ex have been miserable with only Akureyi-737 available at night. Very frustrating. It had better clear up."

The European DXers were treated to some unusual receptions during the disturbance because of the blanketng of their locals (equivalent to our loss of US and Canadian clears on "auroral" nights); from Sweden Bengt Ericsson says,

"Usually Tunis-962 is covered by Finland but during the period of solar activity the Finland station is weak like a one kilowatt... Last week I noticed a strange thing. At local sunset here I checked the band and only one station was strong - Yugoslavia on 809; all other stns were weak; usually the band is covered at that time - that must also be due to the sun!"
*China.* The Winter-Spring schedule for Peking's home service programming went into effect on November 25th and is as follows:

CJKT Program 1: 1500-1230 daily
   Program 2: 1600-1400 daily

Radio Peking's Japanese language service also recently underwent considerable modification; the Japanese service is now aired daily from 0430 to 1200.

The Sinkiang regional home service, Urumchi, has again begun originating its own programming after a very long period of continuous exclusive CJKT relays; Urumchi home service is currently operating 1750-2100, 0025-0200, and 0525-1116. (Ed)

*Kuwait.* The Ministry of Information's super-powered MW station is nearing completion; according to a broadcast from Kuwait at the end of October, "the new Kuwait broadcasting station is expected to be completed by the end of the year... Work on a medium-wave station is being completed." (Ed)

*International Waters.* Radio Nordsee is going to operate from M/S Galaxy, the home of the old Radio London. They will begin operation with 50 [or 10? - unclear - Ed] kw and then go up to 75 kw. Freq will be 1124-1130 kc/s and after AFN switches up to the FM band they will take over the old AFN frequency of 1142. Tests will commence on November 15 and regular broadcasts from December 1st from 3 miles off the mouth of the Elbe. Programs daily in German 2300-1900 including 15 minutes in Swiss dialect. (SCDX) Looks as if this is one pirate that may actually materialize. (Ed)

*Yugoslavia.* On November 11th the Radioindustrija Works in Zagreb signed a contract to deliver a 300 kw MW transmitter to Sarajevo Radio. (Ed)

*Gilbert and Ellice Islands.* Radio Tarawa recently changed their call to VSZ-1 on 344 kc/s; still only 50 watts, alas. (NZDXRL)

*New Zealand.* As of December 1st, 2YA-570, 3YA-650, 1YA-760, 4YA-780, and 4YW-640 all went NSP, 7 days a week. (NZDXRL) The sound you hear faintly in the West is the collective sobbing of our friends in New Zealand...

*Australia.* 3AK is now AW7 on 1500 kc/s. (NZDXRL) Ouch, there goes Antarctica, Iwo Jima, Korea, and Truk all at once - not to mention Nepal. We'll just have to suffer...

*Thailand.* HSK2, Nakornpathom, 100 kw, new stn on 830 reportedly. (SCDX)

*Egypt.* According to a letter received from Kol Israel, they could not have been the Arab speaker logged around October 25th by Glenn Jacobs, Ben Dangerfield, and the editor on 735-5V - Kol Israel continuously monitors its frequency and was on channel on the dates in question. (Ed) Your 737 problem is not solved yet; I have heard the Arab after Israel signs off but was not parallel to Cairo 620 last night. (Ericsson, Sweden) Not sure that's significant, Bengt, according to my latest schedules 735V is supposed to carry the "With the People" program while 620 carries the general Arab program. "With the People" is broadcast only on 735V so there's no parallel to check unfortunately. (Ed)

********************

RAMADAN, the ancient Moslem holy month devoted, in part, to AM broadcasting is now in progress - it'll run until December 22nd. Back during years of lower general sunspot activity this was the best time to try for many of the rarer Arabic stations; during the past few years, however, Ramadan has fallen squarely onto the "Midwinter Anomaly" period of poor conditions. [Now there's a thought - maybe in years of high sunspot activity it's Ramadan and not the MWA that's responsible for the lousy ox? Sounds like a research project for the ERBA Scientific Committee?]. In the event that we experience a period of Near East reception (and things are looking up - I logged Syria-762 running AM a few minutes ago while cutting this - Ed) try the following:

Morocco (985, et al.)  Saudia Arabia (723 and 602V)
Algeria (529, et al.)  Libya (674)
Egypt (773 and 818)  Suez (reportedly 764 - don't confuse with Dakar)
Iraq (761V and 908)  South Yemen (755)
Syria (782, 746)
We have some good N.E. reports from Bengt Ericson this week, reflecting unusual reception patterns during the recent Solar Disturbance.

** 570 St. Kitts. Station ZIZ, Basseterre heard s/off 11/17 at 2135. (Objfo, D.R.) (Has not been logged in the USA as best I know, Ed.)

575 Costa Rica. TIVA San José fair at s/off C101 11/4 with ID as "Musical." (Godwin, Colo.)

590 Mexico. XEE Durango with electronic jingles, R. Varledades slogan and Durango ads. 0211 11/18. (Norquist, N.M.)

590 Hawaii. KGMB Honolulu now No Silent Period, (Wood, Hawaii)

600 Colombia. HJHU Barranquilla "R. Libertad" finally hrd for the first time atop the Cuban NH 11/4 from 0405-0430. Really sounded weak for the listed 25 kw, though. (Godwin, Col.)

620 U.A.R. Cairo at 1700 11/4 very strong and s-9; no trace of the Bruxelles stn. (Ericson, Sweden)

650 Hawaii. KORL usually NSP; occasionally off Nks. (Wood, Hawaii)

655 El Salvador. YSS parobably the faint one hrd here on portable at 2315 10/31. (Sherman, Minnesota, Welcome, George, to IDKXD.)

660 Mexico. XERP FM w/R. Sesento-Sesento slogan, MxN mx very good 0010 11/18. (Norquist, N.M.) XERP hrd 2045 11/16 w/R. Seiscentos Sesenta ID and letters o/Cuban; no WNEC. (Trux, Ohio)

660 Venezuela. VVNA ondas de los Néctanos 0517 11/17 with "6:19" tc and music. (Hauser, Col.)

660 Haiti. Station 4VUE, R. Lumiere hrd for the first time here on 11/17 with talks w/R.quisqueyana,Santiago approx. 2145 (Objfo,DR)

674 Libya. Sta (al Baida?) here very strong and s-9 1615 11/4 with no trace of France. (Ericson, Sweden)

675 Honduras/Nicaragua. Unión Radio YND broadcasting direct from Teguciga's Lempira Reina stadium. Surprised me when I hrd this ament. but this station is really a Nicaraguan station at the opening of a ball game on 11/6 at 2120 in which several Central American countries took part. (Objfo, D.R.)

680 Guatemala. XEFO Chuyahua L&C w/s5 mx, ID 0932 11/19. (Norquist, NM)

680 Puerto Rico. WAPA San Juan hrd 2145 11/16 w/many "Wa-Pa Radio" IDs and mx at 2200 in SS. (Trux, Ohio)

690 Hawaii. KUKU Honolulu operates No Silent Period. (Wood, Hawaii)

700 Guatemala. TGR R. Mundial 2351 11/17 w/ad for their TV Channel 3; "guatemalteco" (generic of Guatemala) hrd several times (Hauser)

701 Turkey. İstanbul TAW topping the channel with news 1300 11/4. (Ericson, Sweden)

720 Guatemala. TGN ID hrd 0033 w/SGN QRM 11/16. (Norquist, N.Mexico)

737 Israel. Jerusalem at 1500 11/4, no sign of Poland! (Ericson,Swede)

740 Venezuela. WYNC R. Maracaibo ID in s/on 0401 11/18. (Hauser, Col.)

750 Nicaragua. YNX Managua hrd loud and clear on portable radio on 10/17 at 2245. (Sherman, Minn.)

760 Hawaii. KGU Honolulu silent Monday Mornings. (Wood, Hawaii)

760a Iraq. Hurriyah (Baghdad) 1500 11/4 strongest ever hrd. (Ericson,Sw.)

770 Cuba. CMDC Holguin had distorted audio 0540 11/18 (no doubt they reduced modulator plate voltage to conserve electricity hi hi-Ed.) and featured 'Huntley-Brinkley' newscast; ID as CMHC at 0550. Probably ERNIE COOPER'S unID. (Hauser, N.M.) (By the way, Glenn points out that the Electricity Conservation Anent (750 item of late) urged such of citizens and not radio stations-No en verdad?
782v Syria. Tarus hrd s-9 without loop 1500 11/4. (Ericson, Sweden)
790 Cuba. CMKH hrd o/WPUN 2228 11/16 w/Cadena Habana ID. (Truax, Ohio)
800 Jordan. Amman s-9 thru Leningrad at 1600 11/4 (Ericson, Sweden)
800 N.Y. R. Transnational new (!) here 0408 11/18 with ID in the "Variedades Matinales" pgm. (Hauer, Col.)
810 Puerto Rico. WKVM L&C 11/6 2049-2100; s-4 and no QRM (Rogers, Fla)
818 U.A.R. Batra at 1700 11/4 s-9 and Poland in like a 0.25-kW'er! (Ericson, Sw. who indicated freq as "819-20" however.)
820 Guatemala. R. Internacional TGTO w/ID 0530 11/18, CST TC, promo for its "Mae Musica" and "Alvarada Norte"a" (cf. unit 9-54 16 Nov) (Hauer, Col.)
820 Mexico. XESB Chihuahua w/nx-ads-SS mx good signal 0929 11/18. (Nordquist, N.Mex.)
830 Hawaii. KIKI Honolulu now AM but off MM's. Is interested in reports and is now the best Hawaiian verifier. They have dropped religious format and now has much talk. DX-conscious moderator Johnny Walker, on the air CLOO-0500 will shortly have me as a guest. (Wood, Hawaii) (Let us know the date if you have a chance)
840 Mexico. XMM Tams. w/MoR mx and SS mx, many ads; good signal on 11/19 at 1930. (Nordquist) (No doubt ROGER'S unitID in 26 Oct IDXD)
850 Cuba. CMKC Santiago presumably the stn 0605 11/18 mentioning "imperialismo yanqui" with musical background. (Hauer, Col.)
860 Mexico. XEM, Chih. o/u KOA QRM w/local ads, ID 0937 11/19 (Nordquist)
850 Mexico. XEZR Chih. SS mx & Zaragoza ads L&C w/KOA nulled, hrd 1940 11/14. (Nordquist, N.Mex, as was the XEM item.)
870 Germany. Item in previous issue was "AFN" and not "VGA". Copying error. Besides, they don't use portable towers...
870 U.A.R. Cairo very strong 1500 11/4. (Ericson, Sweden)
880 Guatemala. TGG L&C on portable 2230 11/7. (Sherman, Minn.)
885 Nicaragua. YNKW Managua hrd on portable w/c1 mx 2255-2320 on 11/7.
885 This is ROGER WINSOR's unitID reported in 26 Oct Musings column. (Sherman, Minn.) (Note: unitID in question was "classical mx at 0600" - Ed.)
910 Puerto Rico. At last I could loop out Radio Apo Puerto, Maiquetia and listen instead to WPRP, The Voice of Puerto Rico, Ponce, w/mentions about the elections held the day before, 11/6 at 0045. (Objio, Dom. Rep.)
940 Venezuela. R. Punto Fijo ID's and TC after each song, o/WINZ at 0305 11/16. (Truax, Ohio) (Also watch for R. Jornal do Brasil on this freq at about this time; they apparently verify rpts.)
950 Mexico. XERPH Chih. w/beer ads, SS mx, s/off 2000 11/14 (Nordquist)
960 Colombia. R. Sutatenza HJHL. Barranquilla hrd again at 2527 s/off on 11/9; not hrd for some time, now again on the air, hrd ID and IS, then MA. (Objio, Dom. Rep.)
962 Tunisia. Very strong Tunis at 1700 11/4; Finland very weak. (Ericson, Sweden) (yes, but Finland is ALWAYS very weak over here, hi)
970 Mexico. XEO Tams. SID at 2242, Matamoros ads, XEW nulled, 11/20. (Nordquist, N.M.)
980 Algeria. Alger 1600 11/4, Gothenburg vy weak (Ericson, Sweden)
985 unitID. 2 stns hrd appx. 1khz apart 11/11 2130-35; one had good audio on records but poor on voice. Possibilities include Chile and Peru. (Godwin, Col.)

(more)
Spain. R. Peninsular de Madrid thru strong noiser (+ jammer) for RTAS, 1500 11/4 (Ericson, Sweden)

Mexico. WXKD Coah. w/Ciudad Acuña ads, SS mx 1529 11/20 (Nordquist)

Mexico. XEQM Ver. ID at 2030, SS rr, o/u unID SS 11/20 (Nordquist)

Peru. R. America logged on 3rd consecutive VM w/amazing strength. Hrd mx, EST TC and ID O438 11/18. (Hauzer, Col.) (also YSC item?)

El Salvador. "R. Internacional" YSC ID in passing 2101 11/16. (GH) YSC good on portable 2305 11/7. (Sherman, Minn.)

Guatemala. TGUX atop XEQR w/"La Panamericana" ID 2153 11/11 (Godwin)

Italy. Always very strong during the evenings at 1700. Very often topping over Tallinn, Estonian SSR on same channel. (Ericson, Swe.)

Hawaii. KHVH Honolulu. On NM's but off TH's and sometimes others (but never NM's) (Wood, Hawaii) (How about NM's when WHO is off?)

Hawaii. unID. Hrd 11/17 0153-0207. Hrd and taped a mixture here of KHVH, F783-2 and an unID SE stn playing underground and pop mx.

Timing of selections just close enough and signals weak enough to confuse the two. KHVH format always Hawaiian mx and brief anec. I also note a "??" in this in the 16 Nov DX Monitor from a Nebraska reporter. Who is this EE pop mx stn? (Conrad, Fla.)

Tunisia. Radiodiffusion-Télévision Tunisienne new here and s-9 with DVR very weak, 11/4, news in FF 1700-1710. (Ericson, Sweden)

Mexico. XEEX, B.C.N., SS mx w/ XEQ null cl. Radio Santa Rosa mentioned often, 2003 11/17. (Ferdquist, N.M.)

Guatemala. TGQA Loud and clear on portable w/mention of Guatemala at 2305 11/7. (Sherman, Minn.)

Colombia. A. Santa Fé, Bogotá 0415 11/18 w/ID. # 4965 kHz, ranchero mx. (Hauzer, Col.)


Mexico. XEQG Rio Bravo, Tama. hrd 1900 11/16 w/R Juventud ID including location and call letters, all alone on freq. (Truax, Oh.)

unID. Strong carrier but shallow audio 11/11 from 2200-2230. Reminded me of an image, but I couldn't locate a // in the Denver area. Also, couldn't get a loop bearing. The program appeared to be religious, and in EE. (Godwin, Sweden)

Colombia. Possibly AJAC in Barranquilla w/Señorita Colombia contest (possibly part of the Miss World Contest) 2155-2250 11/11; mentioned Santana and Bototá. (Godwin, Col.) (Sounds like Em. Rio-Nar. Now here from 1129a? If so, pl ease both 1129-1137. Ed.)

Greece. The FBS stn on this freq seems to have moved again. Perhaps 1169 drifting? (Ericson, Sweden)

Mexico. XEKW Guadalajara hrd at 0035 10/5. Station ID notes (chimes) sounded like those used by XEW, so guessed this, as I don't know SS. (Sherman, Minn.) (See next report)

XEWK, Mich. w/Drama, 4-tone IS // XEW, ID 2300 11/19 (Nordquist)

Brazil. A very weak signal 11/17 2000-2045 tuneout. Loopied 150 to 160° but too weak for a more precise fix. Only the faintest traces of audio noted. That night did not seem particularly good to the S so this one should be readable under optimum ex WRTX Sum-Sup shows PRE-5 Brasilia on 1243, listed 1 kW. (Koore, Mass.)

Hawaii. KNDI Honolulu current o/off 0500 or 0600 but plans an eventual AN sked. I will shortly be employed at KNDI, presenting a program of SW relays (ABC, BBC, NBC, etc) and may assume verle signer responsibilities. The program will have live introductions to the SW relays. (Wood, Hawaii) (Sounds great, Richard, good luck!) (Still more...!)
** 1270   DOM Rep. R. Uno, HIT, new name for R. Tropical. (Objio, D.R.)
    1290   Mexico. XEBP Somora very distorted signal, MOR mx 5-9 + 20db,
           at 0105 on 11/24. (Nordquist, N.Mex.)
** 1329a  Mexico. XBAJ Coah. Radio Bonita is still off freq and causes a
           hit against KFH. 33 mx, hrd 214, 11/12. (Nordquist, N.M.)
    1400   Mexico. XNAY Chihu. on top w/R. National slogan, all-news from
           0900-0925, ID 0925 11/14. (Nordquist, N.M.)
    1403   France. Very strong w/music and talk 0115 11/21, w/af ancers. The
           first time hrd here this season; no sign of Conakry. Strong signal
           at s-7 but modulation hollow. (Conrad, Fla.)
    1410   Venezuela. YVST R. Turen thru WUNI 2045 11/3. (Rogers, Fla.)
** 1438a  Mexico. XEHW Sin. separable from KUGR, w/33 mx and low modulation
           and ID 2045, 11/11. (Nordquist, N.M.)
    1466   Monaco. 3MH2 moderate signal but very high, almost distorted modu-
           lation, pop mx 0115-0130 than a group of ads. 11/21 (Conrad, Fla)
    1520   Japan. NHK 2nd net w/EE lesson 0515 11/18. (Wood, Hawaii)
    1539   Mexico. XEUB C/M a KFRX. Radio Onda hrd often 0023 11/24 (Nordquist)
** 1540   Asian KFGR. New Soviet Far East stn w/Home Service national mx
           in RR. Similar content to 1550 but not parallel. Noted 11/18 at
           0500 until abrupt switch-off in the middle of the news 0505 so
           probably testing. Was not on long enough to loop accurately (I
           had not expected the sudden switch-off and not rushed to get a DF
           fix) but appeared to be north of Vladivostok, and a good deal
           louder. (Vladivostok believed to be location of 1550 outlist.)
           A possibility of either Magadan or Komsomolsk as this ones loca-
           tion, as magadan has many SW xmtrs, although no known MW stns.
           Komsomolsk is currently celebrating the 50th anniversary of the
           Komsomol (Young Communist League) and a new MW xmt may have been
           inaugurated there. After signoff, a CC stn was hrd. (Wood, Hawaii)
    1550   Philippines. DTV 3rd Cebu City. This one always surprises me. Was
           dominating everything at the early hour of 0500 on 11/18 with
           RR ID and Cebuano news. This one is always audible and knocks
           WOA-1140 into a cocked hat. (Wood, Hawaii) (About how it, Calif."
           DXers??)
    1562   R. Veronica with early AM show in DD 11/21 0715-0150, many ads,
           up-tempo mx; much Cuban splatter from 1562+ side, over s-9
           (Conrad, Fla)
    1570   Mexico. Couldn't resist logging this: KERF hrd 0615 11/18 w/ad
           about 'malt oler de los pines' then mx. (Hauser, Col.) (Whatever
           that stuff was, I bet it sells well, hi)
    590    CUAR. CW Havana sent v/l signed by J. Miranda for Nov 1967
           report, they claim to have run out of cards. (Keyer, N.Y. state)
           (In my humble opinion, I'd rather have a personal letter over a
           card anyay. Look at the automatic European QSL-card verifiers..."
    1457   ENGLAND. Paul Kilroy cleared up some questions regarding a recent
           entry on this. In essence, it is NOT current BBC policy to require
           a PP/card; the problem stemmed from their mishandling of reports
           received. And, the man's name must be the same J. H. Burr. Reports
           to either Messrs. Cambridge or Burr should secure the desired
           definitive letter verifications, and now they can keep the QSL-
           cards for the SWL's!! (That was a mini-torial, by the way.)

Your Editor had to do just that, and hold over a few reports in
order to keep from running over on the stencil. Due to a trip
out of town it was necessary to cut the section on Sat. 11/30 and
last minute reports will have to appear in the section for 12/14.
All times in IDXD as elsewhere in the NRC are Eastern Standard.
Remember to try the SLC and we will see all of you next week.

73 and Good DX, Bob
**DOMESTIC DX DIGEST**

**December 7, 1968**

**After hours: Midnight to sunrise DX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:10</td>
<td>WDAK-Ga</td>
<td>ET/TT</td>
<td>0135-0205</td>
<td>11/16</td>
<td>(Jerry Starr, Youngstown, Ohio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:50</td>
<td>KMJ-Cal</td>
<td>In well as usual on DX w/NoR, TT, TDs 2300-0300</td>
<td>11/19</td>
<td>(David Kulkä, Greenbrae, Cal) ASWLC DX heard here w/worse than usual signal w/OWA, Mx, TDs, TT 2300-0300</td>
<td>11/18 (Michael Northam, Beaverton, Oryg) 11/18 or 19? (rk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:20</td>
<td>unID</td>
<td>Heard w/NoR mx 0430 11/25 w/NoR at 0439. Anyone besides W5UN NSP? (Kulkä, Cal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:10</td>
<td>KFI-Cal</td>
<td>Atop briefly 0120-0130 11/23 w/CMQ, a semi-local. (Jerry K Conrad, Haines City, Fla)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:10</td>
<td>KHTW-Tex</td>
<td>Ending f/c-ET 0215 11/25, not on list. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>KURL-Mont</td>
<td>Poor 0227 11/23 w/Pop-DK. (Kulkä, Cal) ET-ET 0235-0304</td>
<td>11/23. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>WDY-NY</td>
<td>Hrd at 0435 MII 11/16 w/f/c o/CMQ w/CMQ mx, TD at 0445-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>CKLG-BC</td>
<td>&quot;WDY&quot; serving E. Long Island from the tip&quot;, followed by s/on w/banjo SEB, Gradual fadeout after. (Jeff Ross, Rockaway Park, NY) See 0. (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>CKDM-Man</td>
<td>All w/geo sig 11/23. (Starr, Ohio) Not off by 0200? (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>CHIR-Int</td>
<td>Off all AM, 11/23 w/60. (Kulkä, Cal) Not off by 0200? (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50</td>
<td>KGHL-Mont</td>
<td>Is AN6 (off MII) w/HHI, not on Hauser's list. (Northam)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>WFLN-Ny</td>
<td>P/c-ET 11/25 w/CHW at 0513. (Ken Lyon, Akron, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>KMR-Ny</td>
<td>DX was 10/15, not listed 10/11. (mbn) Hic. (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>WJRZ-NJ</td>
<td>Hrd 11/30 at 0207. Log says off 0200. (Lyon, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KSVC-Utah</td>
<td>P/c 0348-0400 11/11 (2nd MII) o/CMQ. A mod as quarterly check rather than monthly as listed. (mbn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KTV-Wyo</td>
<td>Shock w/CHW-KEQR 11/23 at 0030-0100 w/mx, NoR, etc. (Conrad, Pla) Hmn., could make it here Hmn. (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KAAY-Ark</td>
<td>Noted w/ET-ET 0230 11/25. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>GHC-Alt</td>
<td>MoR mx 0535-0546 11/11 w/NoID, definitely AN. Hmn. (mbn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>CME-Int</td>
<td>ET w/NoR mx, very shallow modulation 0535-0546 11/11. (mbn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WDCJ-Fla</td>
<td>On MII 02/26. (Sherman, Minn) 8/26? (rk)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WBEX-Ga</td>
<td>Noted MII 02/26. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WBAX-Pa</td>
<td>Noted MII 02/26. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WBMC-Ma</td>
<td>Heard ending f/c-ET 0215 11/22, not listed. (Starr, Ohio)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KGW-Wv</td>
<td>RR 0090 11/11 w/KEG. (Northam, Or)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KLV-NV</td>
<td>NS 0090 11/11, then NoR. (Northam)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WBC-SC</td>
<td>Had f/c-ET 11/16 0033-0043. (Lyon, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WABX-Me</td>
<td>S/off 11/11 0002. (Gene Delorezo, Hyannis, Mass)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>UKOW-NY</td>
<td>Heard 11/29 at 0000 w/f/c-ET as listed in bulletin, very bad QRM from WERE, WBF. (Lyon, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KTKR-Ga</td>
<td>Ending ET w/mx 0319 11/11. (Northam, Or)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WHDF-Pa</td>
<td>Hrd 11/23 w/f/c-ET at 0532-0538. (Lyon, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>WHITE-Ga</td>
<td>Heard 11/23 at 0016 f/c-ET tx to tip from Wayne Heinen. (Lyon, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KCKN-Kans</td>
<td>0115 10/26. (Sherman, Minn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>KDLN-Minn</td>
<td>8/off 0200 10/27, would be 0300 now. (Sherman, Minn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE IT ALL PULLED OUT AFTER THE SAVOY TRUFFLE
1340 KXEO-Mo F/c-TT ending 0120 11/18, not listed for this time. (Starr)

1370 WWAM-Mich DX Test a big zero here, were they on? (Starr) DX 11/18 not hrd here: nothing at 0400 but a Mex. (Northam) In very poorly w/DX, S/On 0400 11/18, faded. At 0520 heard freq & power mentioned...is this still them? (Kulkas, Cal)

1380 WAMS-Del DX hrd 11/25 04:30-06:35 w/VEBIX. (Lyon, NY)

1390 CKKG-BC Relayed CBU s/off w/Oh Canada, 0405 11/18, then their own s/off. CBU s/off must be hrd on 50 sts, hi. (mbn)

1400 KTCS-Ark X-c-TT 0123 11/24, ID at 0125 & at end, 0130. (Sherman)

1430 KBRC-Wash ET/TX 0619 tune-in until 0634 off 11/11. (mbn)

1438.9 WPDE-Ky ET w/CMN mix 11/21 0105-0135+, measured here on/off, and on 1440. Evidently one of two XRs off freq, and getting. (Starr, Ohio)

1440 WCDL-Pa Hrd 11/25 at 0404 w/f/c-TT. (Lyon, NY)

1450 unID-Mich TT 0030-0045 10/26, either VATZ or WTRG. (Sherman, Minn) S/off 0100 11/21 w/SSB, sounded like "WYAM"; either "WYAM" or "CMN" (sked s/off 0100) or "CMN-Del" (sked off 11/18), but not sure and no tape. Sob. (randy)

1460 WCMH-Pa S/off at 0100 11/16 w/SSB. (Lyon, NY)

1470 WRAD-Va S/off 0100 w/SSB 11/27, NRC Log says 0000. (Starr)

1480 WPDC-Md Hrd 11/25 at 0501-0515 w/f/c-TT. (Lyon, NY)

1500 WHBC-Ohio ET/TX 0110+ 11/20. (Starr)

1550 WJHL-Ky Advises that they F/c and test MMs 0101-0400. (Dick Northrup, Iowa City, Iowa) I'm sorry, Dick, your card was misplaced when first received. (rk)

1510 WAHT-Pa F/c-TT 0107-0102 11/19; new, not on list. (Starr, Ohio) F/c-TT ending 0115 11/21 w/ID every minute, but impossible under VEXX. (rk)

1530 WAAO-Ala Hrd f/c w/mx 0200 11/18. (Warren Brown, Ashaway, RI)

1550 WSAO-Miss W/c 0200-0215 11/22, used ET, not mx as listed. (Starr)

1550 WOKJ-Miss S/off w/SSB 0159 11/27, added 0100. (rk)

1590 KGCO-Hio Hrd 11/30 0102-0115 f/c TT, QRM from CBE until 0112 s/off

1600 WTSQ-Ohio ET/TX 0110 11/21. (Starr, Ohio)

1610 WBSS-La ET/TX 0330-0357 11/18. (Starr, NJ)

1650 WSSP-Va ET w/SSP taking calls 0152 11/23 and 0052 12/1. (rk) 11/23 ET w/SSP AN, sounded just like R3. (Starr, Ohio; also heard by Horace, Mass, hi.)

CBX-Que

Now has OC AN...how exciting. (Starr, Ohio)

1600 WBGS-La ET/TX 0330-0357 11/18. (Starr, NJ)

1560 WFSF-Va ET w/SSP 11/17, hrd 0130+. (Frank Waldron, Haverhill, Mass)

1580 WSRR-La ET/TX 0330 11/20. (Starr, Ohio)

1590 WBNN-Mo Hrd ET/Fm 0000-0100 10/21. (Northrup, Iowa)

1600 KATZ-Mo ET 0000 off all AM 11/18. (Starr, Ohio)

1610 WRAL-Mo Off w/KLAK-Colo 39+ 0122 11/18 w/CAN, this should happen more often. (Starr, Ohio)

KBBS-Texas ET/TX 0130 ID 11/3. (Sherman, Minn)
Daytime DX

670 KBOT-Idaho Hrd daytime 1358 11/25 w/poor signal. (Kulka, Cal)
730 KFOD-NM In thru DEE at 08h5 s/on w/SSB 11/21. (Kulka)
KSVN-Utah Very good at 0915 s/on w/no SSB 11/21; carrier on at 0900 - this legal? (Kulka, Cal) Why not? (rk)
770 XXA-Wash Hrd daytime 1857 11/21, poor w/KOB. (Kulka, Cal)
790 KEST-Idaho 0910 s/on, no SSB; 11/22 - PSA? (Kulka)
800 KBHU-Utah S/on at 0915 11/22, auction tape, wx. (Kulka)
850 WJIV/unID Noted WJIV-Ohio s/on 0500 11/21, so had been off; someone u/VHDF QG had mentioned "OSU" before it. (Cronin, Mass)
900 KGMB-Cal S/on 0930 11/23, no SSB. (Kulka, Cal)
920 KDLR-Minn 0602 s/on mentioning many remote facilities, wx. (Glenn Hauser, USAT, by phone) Good to hear from you, Glenn! (rk)
950 WJX-Mich S/on 0515 w/SSB 11/18. (starr, Ohio)
1050 WCMS-Va Hrd 1430 11/9 at Bourne, 20 mi up the coast; no sign in Hyannis. (DeLorenzo, Mass)
1230 WJPI-Conn 11/29 0537 w/talk. (Waldron, NJ)
1240 WHAT-Mass 11/29 s/on-SSB 0530. (Waldron, NJ)
UGV-Vt Hrd 11/22 at 0705, WHIA slept too much. (Lyon, NY)
1270 WJMT-Pa S/on-SSB 01h9 11/18, knocked out CJCB. (Waldron, NJ)
WTSN-NH S/on 11/12 0530. (DeLorenzo, Mass)
1280 CJCB-NS S/on-MA Min 11/18 01h9. (Waldron, NJ)
1300 WBBX-NH S/on 11/12 0530. (DeLorenzo, Mass)
1390 KEBN-IA Hrd s/on 0701 11/10, no SSB and into Navajo pgm. (Kulka)
1140 KBLV-Utah S/on 0802 11/12, poor. (Kulka, Cal)
1160 VERX-Va S/on 11/13 0532. (DeLorenzo, Mass)
1470 CHOB-AZ S/on 11/12 0535. (DeLorenzo, Mass)
1480 WAOR-NY S/on 0610 11/22. (Lyon, NY)
1530 unID S/on 0615 w/SSB w/"JCKY. Ideas? (Kulka)
1560 CFBS-NY S/on 06h5 11/12 w/"QCR. (Lyon, NY)
1570 WACE-Cal Very good on 0915 s/on w/no SSB 11/23, (Kulka, Cal)
WTOW-Md S/on 06h6 11/19, good until 0659. (Lyon, NY)
1590 KLIV-Cal Had XR failure 1530-1800 11/24, s/on at 1800 on 500w non DA. (Kulka, Cal)
KSOD-Wash Hrd 16h1 11/24! (1rk) RR, very good signal w/practically no fade for about an hour. (Kulka)

Sunset s/off, DX until midnight. Most C items held back.

730 "WDY"-NY Noted again 11/20 at 1600 w/"ACE w/Amer Info wks local wx & wx for E LI and jingle. Report on, no vericle yet. Quality seems too good for a pirate. (Ross, NY) This one confounds me. Is one of us being put on? (rk)

Schedules, other info, some held back.

660 WNBC-NY Was off AMs 11/23-29, and used 5 kw AKR during day. (GJ Fox, in Flushing, NY)
680 WRKO-Mass Interesting article in Oct 68 Consumer's Rpt says their license, and all others in Mass, expires 4/69. Citizens may file against renewal and present evidence of rules infractions, etc; BAD GUYS, do your duty! (Phil Sullivan, Leominster, Mass) Hear, hear. (rk)
1110 WSBF-NY Finally on RS 1308 11/29. (Russ Edmunds)
1230 WERZ-RI Is AM Fri & Sat only. (Brown, RI) Is that Sat & Sun AMs?
1290 CJCB-AZ Verne says 10 kw U3 and N3P. (Waldron, NJ)
1340 WNHG-Conn Shed is now 0530-0200 per v/l. (Waldron, NJ)
1360 WAMS-Del Nov AN, SPU. (Waldron, NJ)
1590 WATX-Conn Hrd Ding such, ex-"BRY, 1800 11/27. Seems MoR, was RR. (rk -- and a good, good night to you all. Whew, randy)
The Courtesy Program Committee Needs YOU!

Jerry Starr
NRC CPC Chairman

In a recent phone conversation with Gordon Nelson of the B.E.P.C. I was offered the Chairmanship of the NRC's Courtesy Program Committee and have accepted this position. My position will be only to coordinate the overall program of the Committee's work; it will be you, each member, who will make the CPC a success.

Most all members enjoy hearing these DX Tests - however in the past few years these programs have been arranged for the entire club by only a handful of enthusiastic members. If you've enjoyed these programs but have never had a hand in arranging any of them, it's time for you to do your part. Will you help? It's not always an easy job but the results can be very rewarding. Not only is there a great kick in hearing a Test you arranged, but more importantly you have an opportunity to do something for the NRC and for the DXing hobby.

Now we are starting rather late in the season but there's no reason why we can't arrange many good tests - in fact it's all the more reason to pitch in and do your part now! Which club will end the season with the most DX programs to its credit? Will NRC lead the list? If you want the answer to be "yes", then help make it so by volunteering your services for the CPC.

Since the ECB is so congested and since very few DX Programs can be coast-to-coasters we'll be concentrating on regional DX programs with North America being divided into five separate regions. Your primary interests in arranging DX programs should be directed to your own region. Of course reception of these tests will not be confined to your region - it is hoped these tests will be heard in other regions as well. But to give some form of order to our previously helter-skelter method of contacting stations these five CPC regions have been established. Obviously you are most familiar with the stations and reception conditions in your own region and will have a greater chance to visit stations in your region - thus this division should work to the advantage of all.


The greatest concentration of stations is in Region One since this area has a greater proportion of the membership and it is hoped more will volunteer for work here. Likewise the other regions are broken down to also even up the member/station ratio.

Of course this doesn't mean that you can't arrange a program outside your area. If you get a lead or find a good prospect through a veris or visit while travelling, by all means follow it through. Those who live near any regional border may also have a contact in another region - all well and good. It is hoped, though, that you'll concentrate your endeavor particularly in your own region.

If you can give the NRC a few hours and a few stamps a week, please write me as soon as you can volunteer. You won't be given a quota or such, we just ask you to do what you can. I will soon have prepared a sheet with tips and suggestions about arranging DX Tests and will mail a copy to all volunteers; likewise special NRC CPC stationery will be available to those members working on this Committee. Those of you who are already working with CPC, I would like to hear from you too so I may prepare a list of Committee members for future mailing. If the situation warrants, there may be some sort of CPC Newsletter. Let's hear from you soon! Thank you.

Address CPC correspondence to: Jerry Starr, C/o Radio Station WHOT, 401 N. Elaine Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio, 44505. SUPPORT YOUR CPC - DO YOUR PART!
FINAL STANDINGS - SINGLETON - ELIMINATOR FOREIGN CONTEST FOR 1963

Only new stations and Bonus Point additions are shown here. Add these to complete listings which appeared in the June 15th bulletins for both clubs.

1. Wood (Hawaii): Add S: 7ZR (940), 4WK-880, 2E6-1500, 2KL-920, C8KX-1500, Thailand-843, 2WA-1510, JDB-1030, 4ER-1480, plus 1310 BONUS POINTS........... 3270

   Plus 620 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 1715

3. Godwin (Colo.): Add S: HCFV-807, YVMA-660, CP24-680, LV16-1010, HJDB-990, Monumental-1125, plus 500 BONUS POINTS.................................................. 1076

4. DeLorenzo (Mass.): Add S: SRS-725, plus 80 BONUS POINTS........................................... 218

5. Father Jack Pejza (Calif.): Add S: KGU-760, KHVH-1040, KAIM-870, CMBC-690, 1Y6-880, 1ZB-1070. E: 4Y4-780 plus 60 BONUS POINTS......................... 172

6. Silvera (Jamaica): Add 60 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 122

7. Conrad (Ky.): Add 40 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 101

8. Kennedy (Calif.): Add 10 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 88

9. Kaskey (Calif.): Add 40 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 88

10. Northam (Ore.): Add 20 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 76

11. Sullivan (Mass.): Add 20 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 71

12. Seaver (Calif.): Add 20 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 52

13. Foxworth (N.J.): Add 20 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 48

14. Raczkowski (O.): Add 20 BONUS POINTS.............................................. 44

15. Rugg (Quebec): NO ENTRIES............................................................. 0

NOTE: Father Jack Pejza only entered the contest on July 1 and placed FIFTH. Congrats!

*******************************************************************************
******THE WINNERS******************************************************************************

FIRST PRIZE to RICHARD WOOD (Hawaii)... a National Geographic 16 inch illuminated
WORLD GLOBE on floor stand valued at $54.00.

SECOND PRIZE to DON REYNOLDS (Calif.)... a G.E. Telechron electric wall clock in
chrome case with 8 inch dial valued at $15.00.

THIRD PRIZE to LARRY GODWIN (Colo.)... a crisp TEN DOLLAR BILL (something any DX'er
can use.)

*******************************************************************************
******SOME INTERESTING NOTES: Total mileage for all entries gave WOOD - 439,040, REYNOLDS
- 233,212, and GODWIN - 104,313. Most countries verified found REYNOLDS with 25, and
WOOD and GODWIN tied with 15 each. Because these are the same BIG THREE prize
winners, now awards were given for those categories as planned.******

DON REYNOLDS, Contest Manager, 19055 Hollyvale Street, Glendora, Calif. 91740.

Support Jerry Starr's NRC

Courtesy Programs Committee

Do YOUR part!
DOMESTIC CONTEST STANDINGS AS OF NOVEMBER 21, 1968

1. Stewart Drake (Pa.) 464 19. Frank Wheeler (Pa.) 173
2. Frank Waldron (N.J.) 418 20. Dgn Erickson (Calif.) 169
5. Dave Fischer (Nebr.) 380 23. Dave Kulka (Calif.) 130
6. Don Kaskey (Calif.) 338 24. Larry Van Horn (Texas) 116
7. Joe Fela (N.J.) 299 25. Fr. Jack Peska (Calif.) 102
9. Clarence Freeman (Calif.) 271 27. Walter LaRoche (Pa.) 90
10. Dave Allaway (N.Y.) 263 28. Chuck Hutton (Cal.) 61
11. Randy Kane (Mass.) 256 29. Dennis Vroom (Calif.) 47
12. Gene Katlock (Calif.) 250 30. Bill Oths (Me.) 38
13. Mike Northam (Colo.) 247 31. Bob Pletsch (Calif.) 0
14. Wayne Hedin (N.Y.) 241 32. Bill Ely (Calif.) 0
15. John Gifford (Ill.) 229 33. Paul Kilroy (D.C.) 0
16. Richard Eddie (N.Y.) 201 34. Bob Jacoby (Calif.) 0
17. Gene Delorenzo (Mass.) 181 35. Lynn Brooks (Okla.) 0
18. Dave Carlson (Mo.) 177

Contest Manager: Don Kaskey, Hotel El Rancho, Box 235, West Sacramento, Ca.

By the time you read this the new Simultaneous Listening Contest will already be under way. We expect a good turnout in spite of the generally mediocre CX especially from vacationing students. Keep in mind that you don't have to enter formally if you don't want to; if you can just listen to a couple of the blocks send in the results anyhow - it'll help the judges and make the results more interesting. Even if CX are very poor during the contest period don't lose heart - everybody'll have the same handicap presumably. Cesar Ojio writes in to suggest that members in foreign countries be allowed to count U.S. and Canadians for the contest. Says Cesar, "It is unfair if a U.S. DX'er can log a station from Germany but a German DX'er can't log a U.S. station for the contest. In my case: all U.S. stations are more than 500 miles from my country, and U.S. DX'ers can log Dominion stations, but I can't log U.S. stations to be counted during the contest." Cesar brings up a good point which relates to the philosophy of the SLC. When the rules and blocks were set up every attempt was made to reduce the influence of the DX'ers location order to give everyone as fair a chance as possible. If you examine the timing on the blocks, for example, you'll find that the number of Blocks favoring DX'ers on the East Coast (such as the 1630-1730 block) exactly matches the number of blocks favoring the West Coasters. By the same token we attempted to compensate for the fact that there just aren't as many countries audible on the West Coast as in the East by setting some of the blocks to favor VP and DU reception on the West Coast the additional distance for those receptions tends to even things out. U.S. and Canadian stations were ruled out for everyone because there are just so many more of them than other stations that any DX'er who'd be allowed to count them would be unduly favored. Take the case of the evening block spanning 1285-1295 for instance; while we all have a chance at the splits on 1285, 1286, and 1295, DX'ers in the Caribbean would receive a tremendous advantage if they were able to go after the 30-odd U.S. and Canadians on 1290 at that time. Fearing U.S. and Canadian Loganics helps greatly to even out such inequities and thus make the final standings more significant.

By virtue of even more cooperation and spirit among the Publishing Committee than usual this week, we've been able to run this issue all the way up to the 32 page postage break thus effectively compensating for the deleted Thanksgiving issue. Credit goes to the following dedicated members: Bart Cronin, Geoff Fox, Tom Holmes, Glenn Jacobs (in from Philly to lend a hand), Randy Kane, Mike Macken, Ray Moore, Stan Morss (welcome back!), John Pernot, and Phil Sullivan. Special thanks go to some lovely wives for permitting publication "parties" to disrupt their households: Mary Lee Cronin, Carolyn Holmes, and Margaret Moore. Credit Hal Robie and Russ Dimands too for helping out with recent bulletins and Pete Taylor for NRC Logs.